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Objectives of this session

By the end of this session, participants will be able to...
1. identify ways to encourage and facilitate meaningful 

discussion about text.
2. apply and implement strategies learned to their own 

discipline.
3. interact with six text discussion strategies.



Why incorporate discussion?

“When readers respond to a text they weave their 
personal ideas, feelings, thoughts, and experiences 
together with the words, images and ideas in the text. 
There is no one correct response or one ’right’ answer 
but as readers have opportunities to talk with other 
readers and to reflect on what they are thinking, initial 
responses deepen and new understandings are 
uncovered.”

~ Literacy Today, 2019, para. 3



Three key reasons to 
incorporate discussion

1. Discussion (“learning talk”) supports student learning 
and engagement in an equitable manner.

2. Discussion may help you meet standards for your 
discipline.

3. Discussion “can play a critical role in advancing the 
goals of civic engagement and democratic 
participation” (p. 4).

~ Juzwik, Borsheim-Black, Caughlan, & Heintz
(2013)



Self - Reflection

1. Are you talking more than your students?

2. Do you answer your own questions? 

3. Do you ask questions with only one answer?

4. Are there students that dominate the conversation?

5. Do you lead discussions with classes larger than 40?

6. Do you redirect when the discussion strays off topic?



Based on your 
context and 

experience, what 
challenges have you 

faced / do you 
anticipate in having 

meaningful classroom 
discussions?



What do we need 
to think about 
(and plan for) 

to have meaningful
classroom 

discussions?



Planning for Meaningful 
Classroom Discussions

1. Learning 
Outcomes/Objectives

2. Size of Class
○ 15 OR 200

3. Format
○ Online
○ Face-to Face
○ Hybrid

4.  Time
○ Planning
○ Structure of Class Session

5. Creating a Conversation Culture
6. Student Readiness



What are your learning 
outcomes / objectives?

Consider the possible uses of discussion:
○ apply new skills
○ build background
○ clarify misconceptions
○ share perspectives
○ link concepts



Text-Tag
(Annotate)

! What surprised 
you?

? What questions do 
you have?

* What reaffirms 
something you 
already knew?

“We do not learn from experience . . . 
we learn from reflection” ~John Dewey



Peer Check-In
Discussion

1. Come to consensus on 
the key elements of the 
strategy.

2. Record your thoughts on 
the graphic organizer.



1. Expert Sharing
● Take turns sharing 

with your group the 
strategy you read 
about.

2.  Accountability
● Record notes as 

each expert presents 
their 
strategy.

3.  Synthesize and Reflect 
● World Cafe 

Discussion Strategy: 
Jigsaw



World Cafe
Idea Sharing

How might you apply what you read 
and have heard in your own content 

area?





Rawding and Wills (2012) advised educators to begin with one strategy at a 
time to encourage discourse in the classroom. The purpose of the strategy 
should be shared with students, and teachers should model and practice 

the strategy to ensure its success.

Instructor Preparation Continuum of 
Discussion Strategies
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Exit Ticket and 
Eval

What did you know?

What did you learn?

Give One/Get One: 
GIVE your exit ticket to one of the 
presenters, and GET a resource 

with more discussion strategy 
ideas.
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